UMD ARABIC & PERSIAN FLAGSHIP
STUDENT RESEARCH COLLOQUIUM

Iranian Immigration: Creating a Cultural Identity
10:00 AM - 11:00 AM
Aaron Anderson, Jair Solis, Hired Yaldaei

Culture Through Language and Storytelling
11:00 AM - 12:00 PM
Garrett Dearden, Ida Yousofi, Bahareh Ghonsul Asia, Jay Ritch

Researchers’ Reception & Lunch
12:00 PM - 1:00 PM

International Policy Challenges: Security and Conflict
1:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Catherine Tappert, Joe Sammarco, Allyson McCarthy, Aaron Bhatt, Anna Pavlos

Language Change and Continuity
2:30 PM - 3:30 PM
Sarah Brown, Josh Weaver, Jason Prior, Sarac McConnell

April 30, 2015
10:00 AM - 3:30 PM
STAMP Student Union
Benjamin Banneker Room

Arabic & Persian Flagship students will present original undergraduate research within their chosen field. Panelists will discuss language and culture related themes and give their abstracts in Arabic or Persian (with translation).

arabic@umd.edu • 301-405-9266 • sllc.umd.edu